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In my opinion, long 2 1/2 in. and larger branch lines should be longitudinally braced 80
foot on center to align with 2016 NFPA 13 - 9.3.5.1.1. Though Chapter 9 – 9.3.5.6.1
does not specifically address longitudinal sway brace spacing of these lines, I feel
confident that best practice should recognize the proportionality of 40 foot lateral vs. 80
foot longitudinal spacing inherent in the NFPA 13 sway brace analogy.
2016 NFPA 13 defines sway brace theory in the following text:
9.3.5.1.1 The system piping shall be braced to resist both
lateral and longitudinal horizontal seismic loads and to prevent
vertical motion resulting from seismic loads.
NFPA 13 states that both Lateral and Longitudinal sway bracing shall be installed to act
appropriately to control seismic force. Seismic force does not recognize any difference
between lateral and longitudinal nor does it distinguish between lines, cross mains or feed
mains.
Large branch lines per NFPA 13 - 9.3.5.5.1 are sway braced laterally because they have
significant mass. Accordingly, the mechanics of the lateral sway bracing on the adjacent
cross main changes from including branch lines that are not sway braced to include
branch lines that are sway braced. When this lateral cross main bracing is additionally
assigned influence as longitudinal sway bracing of adjacent lines it shall be subject to the
required limitation of 80 foot brace spacing.
Proper sway brace application enhances continuity of performance which dictates that
longitudinal sway bracing be installed at required uniform intervals to correctly interact
with lateral sway bracing as appropriate per NFPA 13 – 9.3.5.1.1.
To better clarify NFPA 13 intent, I think Chapter 9 - 9.3.5.6.1 text should be revised to
include 2 1/2 in. and larger branch lines.
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